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From the Secretary:
As Above, So Below
by Nate House, H’09

nathaniel.hd.house@gmail.com

walked away from the Annual
North-American Interfraternity
Conference held in Kansas City
this past April with new connections
and a fresh perspective. As you are
likely aware, the Greek community has
been given the opportunity to step up
and prove its value in university and
college communities across the country.
My time at the NIC provided an
alternative view into the interfraternal
world: one very different from the
popular and stridently negative tone
often taken by the media. In short, the
fraternity movement is growing despite
very real challenges. Progress is being
made both at local and national levels.
The NIC, a 74-member fraternal
association which Sigma Phi Society
helped found in 1909, creates the
conditions needed for fraternities like
ours to thrive. The NIC advocates,
collaborates and educates. Among
other endeavors, the NIC is currently
addressing the three major issues of
alcohol, hazing, and sexual violence –
evident throughout higher education
institutions – by leading three commis-
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sions. Commission results will provide
the NIC and member organizations
such as our own with new data and
resources that can be used to develop
healthier campus cultures. These assessments, and other focused efforts by the
NIC, demonstrate the umbrella organization’s ability to represent the fraternal
community on the national stage while
simultaneously working with NIC
members to strengthen the integrity of
their own organizations. Learn more
about the NIC at www.nicindy.org, or
through social media: @nicfraternity
and @fraternityinfo (for twitter).
One aspect of the NIC’s work
in particular makes me proud to be
a member of the interfraternal community. That aspect involves ongoing
recognition of undergraduate fraternity
members and chapters for their
community contributions. In the vein
of such deserved outreach, I want to
mention a mere few of the contributions from active members and
chapters of the Sigma Phi.
David Bartha, S’14, and Jordan
Young, S’15, have each broken several
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UVA athletic records in their respective
sports of throwing and running, and
they are both candidates for participating in the 2016 Summer Olympics in
Hungary. A recent New York Times
article discussed growing culinary
trends and featured Hamilton College’s
Club Ento, founded by recent graduate
Nathan Livingston, H’11, and led by
current President Kyle Burnham, H’13.
James Robbins, H’13, earned
Hamilton’s Arthur Levitt Grant, which
he plans to use to study community
water fluoridation in Bennington,
Vermont.
Continued on page 12

Kudos & Thanks …
…to the following Sigs for their articles, information
or encouragement supporting this issue of the Flame:
Jeff Baker, I’08, Dan Capetta, C’12, Myles Kellam,
U’94, Mitchell Maddox, S’00, Gregor Nelson, I’76,
Dave Pauls, M’65, Jake Savage, S’77, and Mike
Taranto, G’88. Special thanks are due to Jared
Yuasa, I’96, and Scott Hekel, F’97, for capturing
and sharing stellar March Fourth banquet images.
Thoughts, recollections and ruminations on ‘all things
Sig’ are most welcome. They reflect well on those who
offer them and – at the same time – shine a welcome
light on their chapters. At the same time, written
contributions from individual brothers surely make each issue of the Flame
more readable and more representative. For all of these serendipitous and
Sigly outcomes, your editor offers earnest thanks to each contributor.
If you have feedback, suggestions, photographs and/or Sig stories to share,
please contact editor Mike Imirie, M’69 (mimirie@aol.com).
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City of Brotherly Love Hosts 2015 Flagship Banquet
by Mike Imirie, M’69 mimirie@aol.com
he Racquet Club of Philadelphia’s
was an excellent setting for the
Society’s 2015 Flagship Banquet.
Fifty Brothers, wives and guests
gathered in that elegant old downtown
club on the evening of March 7th to
celebrate Sigma Phi’s 188th anniversary. The Club’s high ceilinged, red
walled Reading Room resonated with
hilarity, mirth, Sig songs and a genuine
sense of anniversary. As guests gathered
in Philadelphia, there was an added
benefit in being reminded of that city’s
remarkable early history and vitality,
culminating in the birth of our nation.
Society Chairman Brendan
McCurdy, H’80, served as toastmaster.
That gentleman’s Irish warmth and wit
were on display for all the world to see
as he welcomed wandering birds on
behalf of the Standing & Advisory
Committee and announced the
evening’s order of events.
As diners took their seats in that
circa-1907 Philadelphia architectural
treasure, plated dinners were served.
The grilled flank steak was exceptional;
diners seemed to enjoy the chef’s
chicken and vegan offerings, too.
In a ‘Small World’ happenstance
of the most fashionable sort, banquet
participants Dave Messler, U’93, and
Mike Imirie, M’69, discovered that
both were wearing identical circa-1909
Elihu Root celluloid campaign buttons
on their suit coat lapels! Talk about
‘Sig style’…

T

In another such discovery, Jim
Petersen, M’59, and Bob Downing,
L’59, shook hands and enthusiastically
compared Sig peer notes from the late
fifties/early sixties. As they conversed,
they discovered that they had met fully
50 years ago, when Jim led a graduating

Flagship fellowship at the Philadelphia Racquet Club

trio from the Alpha of Michigan on a
1962 road trip which included the
Alpha of PA, at which Bob was then
serving as Head of House!
The evening’s keynote address was
delivered by Bob Downing, L’59. Bob,
who founded Downing & Company
in 1980, is a longstanding success from
the world of finance and financial
consulting. Just as significantly, he’s
a deeply-rooted Sig stalwart with
service over the years to his chapter,
the Standing & Advisory Committee,
and the Foundation.
Bob’s message was structured
around what he called ‘the 9 Ls’ – life,
luck, legacy, laughter, luster, lyric,
labor, Lehigh, & love. He examined in
turn how much each of the first seven
had impacted his own life as a Sig,
before exploring in a partisan and
emphatic way how much a return to

active Sig life at Lehigh University
would mean to Sigma Phi.
Wearing his heart proudly on his
sleeve, Bob ended his remarks by
explaining how love was the greatest of
the 9 Ls: The love that Sigs have for
one another, as well as the love which
all who had traveled to Philadelphia
had, so clearly demonstrated for Sigma
Phi. Brother Downing concluded by
inviting all in the Reading Room to
rise and join him in singing ‘Arise Ye
Loyal Sons of Sigma Phi’ … which is
exactly what we did!
After Bob’s remarks, Toastmaster
McCurdy invited banquet attendees
with an anniversary viewpoint to
share to step up to the podium, and
three different Sigs – Myles Kellam,
U’94, Ted Bahr, L’77, and Derek
Fredrickson, V’92 – did so. The
evening came to Continued on page 12
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Bear Banquet 2015
by Jeff Baker, I’08

baker.jeff6@gmail.com

made a weekend trip from my
Southern California home in
Montrose to Berkeley for March
4th mirth and hilarity. On the 45minute flight up, I ruminated that it
was my second March 4th since my
graduation in 2011, and I was very
eager to get back. The wonderful
weather and company all weekend
had me wondering why I left that
wonderful town in the first place! It
had been about a year and a half since
I had last been to the house for a football game, having missed the entire
2014 season … for shame.
It didn’t take long to see that the
brotherhood and the enthusiasm at the
house had grown in a big way. One of
the first things I noticed was that the
new alumni president for our chapter is
my pledge brother, Steven Walraven,
I’06. Steven is taking a fresh look at the
unique value that the Society offers to
our brothers. He’s brought a lot of
energy to the role and has prioritized
making professional and personal connections between actives and alumni.
Importantly, Steven has involved a
broad base of brothers from multiple
generations. Together, their enthusiasm
is contagious.
We’ve seen this connection

I

Carl Mehlhop, M’46, brought an inimitable, tuxedo-ed style to the Berkeley celebration

between Sig generations serve the
Society well. When Alex Nadal, I’10,
recently graduated, he was hired into
the Bay Area biotech firm led by Moses
Cesario, I’96. Alex has since become a
key player within the organization and
is clearly relishing the new role, putting
his talents to good use in the firm’s
initial clinical trials.
That isn’t the only great news out
of the house. The actives had big smiles
on their faces when alums asked how

The Berkeley alumni house band, Short Notice.

life at the house was going; those young
men are enjoying their time in the
house more than any group I’ve seen
since I joined Sigma Phi. They’re also
doing well academically and seem to
be involved in other groups on Cal’s
campus. There’s not much more you
can ask for from your time at Berkeley.
All this new energy led to a great
time during our March 4th celebration.
The actives threw a great party that
went off without a hitch: an impressive
feat with close to 100 people in attendance! Everyone was pleased to see one
another and cut a rug during another
set from the brothers of our fabled
alumni band, Short Notice. One of the
highlights of the Saturday banquet was
the new co-ed format. I didn’t have to
ask how my brothers’ partners, spouses,
and girlfriends were doing; I could get
the news straight from the source! “The
more the merrier” certainly applied at
this year’s banquet. With so many in
attendance, it was hard to make time to
catch up with everyone. As a result, I’ll
clearly need to make time next year for
football games and March 4th festivities
once again.
Φ
Σ
How ’bout you?
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Chairman’s Message:
‘The Thrice Illustrious Gift of Relevance’
by Brendan McCurdy, H’80

ofelixculpa@aol.com

’ve just returned from a very quick
visit up to Hamilton College to
meet with a small group of active
brothers and set out the tasks to prepare
the roadmap for the Beta’s hosting of
the National convention this coming
October 9th through 11th.
Why is it such a pleasure and not a
surprise to find that our actives are
bright, articulate and personable young
men? After finishing up the work plan,
we spent time together sharing stories
and getting to know each other better.
I was impressed by their inquisitiveness
and humor and the ease with which we
carried the conversation throughout the
evening. That April weekend coincided
with the 35th anniversary of my own
swing through the halls of the Beta
back in 1980, and thus many of my
stories took place before the actives
keeping me company Friday night
had even been born.
While at first that realization
prompted some good natured ribbing
(as well as the sharing of a new iPhone
application that determines one’s age
simply by snapping a photo!), it
gnawed on my mind throughout the
evening. I couldn’t quite rid myself of
a feeling that was revisited on Saturday.
As I strolled across the Clinton campus,
past today’s admissions office (formerly
known as the Sig house), through the
cemetery, and down to the athletic
fields, the notion of relevance occupied
my mind. What keeps a private society
relevant to each new class of students
and each new generation of undergraduates? Why is there a desire to join …
and are the benefits obtained similar to
those enjoyed in years gone by?
Certainly the absence of the Sig
house at Hamilton means that the
experience of communal living cannot
be duplicated with the Beta’s classes
from 1997 onward. I think many
would argue that living together is a

I

hallmark of fraternity life. But as we
have seen at the Beta – and to certain
degrees with our actives at the
University of North Carolina and at
Union – students decide to sign bid
cards and join our Society understanding that housing does not necessarily
come with belonging.
I suppose that if I had studied
anthropology or sociology as an undergraduate, I would be able to bring to
this discussion references on the nature
of humans to form groups and subsume
individual identities to the larger whole.
Such, indeed, may be at work here. But
in my experience as a Sig and from my
observations this past weekend … and
over many past weekends … the
Sigma Phi does not serve as a cosmic
cookie cutter, stamping out preformed
personalities or a mindset that is
unchangingly “Sig.”
Instead, membership in Sigma Phi
speaks to one’s own discernment of
self. The Society provides the support
that is so crucial to an undergraduate’s
attempts to set out and chart his own
course. Sigma Phi offers an environment such that mistakes and false starts
are tolerated – nay, encouraged – as
each brother comes to understand that
the way forward comes with its share of
bruises and black eyes. Since the very
beginning, she has served as a platform
strong enough to support the growth
of the human spirit.
Without giving too much detail in
this public venue, the neophytes of the
Beta of New York are admonished to
“think!” as they make their long climb
up to the ethereal realms of the Sigma
Phi. And in that instruction, I believe
I find the relevance that I was looking
for as I walked across Hamilton’s
campus on Saturday. By his nature, a
young man who becomes a Sig at one
of the colleges or universities where we
have a chapter is a student: one who

Brendan McCurdy, H’80

realizes that there is more to the world
than what appears at first glance. One
who is prepared to devote time and
energy to the pursuit of truth. That
is the continuum that draws the
generations to the Sigma Phi.
Our Catalogue tells us that the
initiation ceremony is the handiwork
of a member of the very first pledge
class, Chester Averill, U’1827. A
portion of that ceremony - we know it
as the charge - serves as the capstone,
instructing the new men unflinchingly
about core behaviors and expectations.
The words of the charge oh-soeloquently tie the timeless definition
of the ideals of Friendship, Love and
Truth to the disposition that those
ideals can bring to bear in today’s
world. And it is to the disposition of
such ideals that each brother of the
Sigma Phi has pledged himself.
Now, I am prepared for reactions
that what I am engaging is self-aggrandizement and that our reality is far
removed from my musings. Obviously,
the national press has done its job in
illuminating fraternity activities that
fall far short of the celestial world I
describe. Certainly, not every Sigma Phi
is a paradigm of studious rectitude.
But our beloved Society survives
and – in its 188th Continued on page 12
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The Western Lion’s Lair
by Michael Taranto G’88

michael_taranto@yahoo.com

s an active brother of the Delta
in the late 1980s, I had the
pleasure to enjoy a prosperous
time at the Delta. During my days on
campus, pledge classes of more than
fifteen or twenty Neophytes were
common and the bonds of brotherhood
were around every corner at 624 South
Main Street. Composites of that period
hanging at the Chapter house today
speak to the large number of active
brothers during this time. I for one can
say that it was an honor to have had the
opportunity to live in the Chapter
house. The memories I have of that
time will last a lifetime and are shared
frequently with brothers of old.
However, what many do not realize
is that for a long period of time, the
Delta had no Chapter house to call
their own. From 1840 until 1890,
“the Sigs of the Delta met in conclave
in a rented upper room, oppressive for
lack of ventilation, frigid for lack of
heat and dim from lack of light.” The
dedication and commitment of these
Sigs during the first fifty years is the
cornerstone of what the Delta is today.
It was only in 1890 that the Delta
acquired their first permanent Chapter

A

601 South Main Street, circa 1890

house at 601 South Main Street. This
house was built specifically for the use
of Sigma Phi.
In 1925, the Sigs moved to a more
spacious house across the street at
624 South Main Street, where they
still reside today. The Greek revival
style of the current Chapter house
harken back to the days of old when
visitors to Geneva traveled the Erie

624 South Main Street, since 1890

Canal on boats with names such as the
“Western Lion.”
It is difficult for me to realize what
the Delta must have been like without a
Chapter house to call their own. For
this Sig, a Chapter house represents an
essential and fundamental part of any
Sig’s experience in The Society. For the
Delta, the Chapter house is the source
of mirth and hilarity, where pledge
activities take place, social activities are
held and most importantly Conclave
meetings are convened. The Delta
Chapter house enjoys a central location
within the Hobart College campus,
where brothers can easily drop in
between classes to catch up with one
another or grab a bite to eat. The
Chapter house is where bonds of
brotherhood are created and fostered
during a Sig’s active days. For Sigma
Phi alumni the Chapter house is the
focal point for any trip back to campus.
Often on summer trips through
Geneva I find myself simply wandering
the front porch of the Delta, when the
house is empty, the doors are locked
and only the spirits and memories of
brothers of old fill the house.
It should be Continued on page 12
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“Prodigal March Fourth”
by Mitchell Maddox, S’00

jmitchellmaddox@gmail.com

ifteen years have passed since I
lived in the Sig house in Charlottesville. Since graduating in
2004, I haven’t been to any Sig events.
As is perhaps the case for many, I
wouldn’t consider myself an active
alum, either of the University or of
Sigma Phi. So it’s odd that I find
myself writing a personal narrative
about why I traveled from my home in
Madrid, Spain, to Philadelphia for this
year’s March Fourth dinner.
When Alvar Soosaar, S’96, invited
me to this year’s flagship event, I surprised myself by buying a plane ticket. I
only make it back to the States a couple
of times a year to visit family, so I
puzzled over my decision. Perhaps this
is the point in the essay when you may
be expecting the turn: that moment of
blissful remembrance of the good times
at the Phi and the siren call to return
home to the welcoming arms of the
Little Fairy. In fact, I was thinking
more about networking, since I had just
graduated with an MBA and was looking for a job. I figured I could write off
the trip as a job search expense, collect
some business cards, and find myself on
Wall Street in no time.
But that’s not how things work.
Instead, there’s often a more important
narrative running parallel that’s much
more difficult to capture in words. In
our lives, we flit from one place to the
next, getting to know people and
places. Some folks establish deep roots
early in their lives by way of careers,
families, or hometowns. Others move
around with the seasons like some
bipedal migrant species, catching rides
with strangers on metal birds that seem
to have lost their true north. They
might travel for economic opportunity,
necessity, or out of an obligation to a
spouse or family. Still others are drawn
by wanderlust or the dynamo of curiosity. I’m of this last sort, inspired by my
parents’ travels in school and the military, old films, novels, and the travel

F

journals of folks like Twain and
Emerson.
Throughout my life, in all the
places I’ve lived, my own compass has
always pointed to the Deep South, my
family’s home for many generations.
Even when living in Istanbul, Turkey, I
would host barbecues for large groups
of expats using my grandmother’s
recipes! When people ask where I’m
from these days, I say I’m from
Alabama, even though I haven’t lived
there since 1998. But the internal compass each of us has isn’t the only tool
keeping you and me on course, and
there are other ways to establish roots.
It occurred to me as I was writing that
my Philadelphia odyssey wasn’t a networking trip at all….but rather, a
return to one of my home ports.
Like a lighthouse marking safe passage in foreign waters, I’ve found Sigma
Phi everywhere I’ve been. In a roundabout way, the Society took me abroad
to Istanbul. There, I had two of the
best years of my life, living across the
street from Emre Peker, S’99, and not
far from Serdar Ozenalp, S’99. Dave
Burden, S’93, who gave me one of my
first jobs after college, stayed with me
in Istanbul several times on his way to
train villagers to monitor their streams
and rivers in northern Iraq. In that
country, a Sig I loved - Mike Cleary,
H’00 - died more than a decade ago
fighting in “Operation Iraqi Freedom.”
Another dear friend, Jon Bellona, H’00,
co-produced a documentary with John
McKay, H’00, dedicated to Mike and
to other Iraq War casualties. In another
‘small world’ Sig coincidence, Jon is
now earning his PhD at the University
of Virginia in the music department
where I earned a degree as an undergrad! A festive invitation to his wedding
was waiting in Madrid when I returned
from Philadelphia. The last time I had
seen Jon and John was at the New
Hampshire wedding of Frick Jones,
H’00. While we celebrated the bride
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and groom, we also recounted tales of
the summer of 2001, when we all had
rooms at the Thorsen House in
Berkeley. Roland Lusk, S’99, visited me
here in Spain and I’ve hosted brothers
almost everywhere I’ve lived. I could
continue this ‘small (Sig) world’ thread
endlessly. The point is that - for me aside from my relationship with my
nuclear family, there’s simply no other
narrative that is so tightly knit across
time and space.
It’s quite true that social people
often interact with their social groups.
Over the years and around the world,
we seek out and enjoy others from our
various schools, hometowns, hobbies,
churches, or perhaps our military service. These networks inherently foster
community; it’s always rewarding to
encounter members of our affinity
groups. One might argue that it’s our
reason-to-be. But when I consider how
these groups compare to Sigma Phi, I
see a distinct difference.
I had very likely forgotten exactly
what that difference was until this year’s
banquet. I hadn’t met any new Sigs for
several years, and so it wasn’t clear what
would happen beyond the exchange of
business cards when I arrived.
Ironically, I actually forgot to bring my
business cards to the dinner, which was
clearly the
Continued on page 12
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“The Long Haul”
by Gregor Nelson, I’76

gregor@ndesign.com

s he lay dying in 1623, famed theologian and
mathematician Paolo Sarpi uttered a final aspiration for his beloved Venice: “Esto perpetua!”
Translated variously as “She will live forever,” “This is
perpetual,” or “Not Fade Away” (depending on one’s
era and musical tastes), these are words of magic and,
most importantly, staying power. They urge us to envision a bigger picture, something stretching out far
beyond the here and now, beyond ourselves.
We might hear someone referred to as “a pillar of
the community” - upright, solid, dependable. In this
Society, we know of such men who, beyond those
attributes, are also here for the duration, willing to give
and serve in one capacity or many, over the long haul.
Great temples such as ours require many such pillars to
keep the roof up, to keep the walls standing against
changing weather and the vicissitudes of time. It is
largely because of these men that the rest of us are able
to easily come and go, socialize, conduct our rituals
and keep the fires of Friendship’s Shrine burning
bright.
Whether or not you consider yourself such a pillar,
quite likely you have known many men who have held
the Society in their hearts and served to the best of
their abilities in dozens of ways. When they could no
longer hold the heavens aloft, others stepped forward
to shoulder the load. To me, this is ‘Esto Perpetua’
personified.
As a newly-minted Berkeley Sig in the mid-1970s,
I was amazed at the men who consistently showed up
for initiations, March 4th banquets, Board meetings
and game days. Why, these guys were my father’s age,
or even older! In my day, there were still a lot of men
who had been at Cal during WWII, and others who
harkened back to the ’20s and ’30s. I can still easily
name a dozen, such is the mark they left on the Alpha.
One, former La Junta Club member Ed Lord, I’12,
repeatedly drove himself to Berkeley from his home
two hours north, at the age of 98! I learned ritual
cadence from the shining example of Jack Ballantine,
I’42, and became a friend of the legendary Chet
Eaton, V’30, who with his son Bart, V’63, traveled
to every single Chapter to witness initiation rites and
compare them against the original text to see how
they had evolved over time. I wondered: What did
Sigma Phi have to offer these men, thirty, fifty, or
even seventy years after their college days, that kept
them coming back….and made them happy to hang
out with these (then) hairy, bearded, granola-eating

A

“Long Run Sig” Defined
We are told in ritual that the Society’s future
depends on each new initiate. Over time, some
of those who initiate surely help build that future
more directly and more sustainedly than others.
How might a Sig who participates in the Thrice
Illustrious over the long run be best described?
These Sig alumni, long involved with their
chapters or intent on being so, shared
thoughtful opinions.
“… someone who continues to develop and enjoy
the friendships made as an active.”
– Fred Bloom, C’55
fred.bloom@bihfarms.com

“ … a Sig who returns to the house on a
regular basis and provides to Sigma Phi
some part of himself long after graduation.
It could be something as simple as stopping
by the house on game day or participating
in a conclave or a swing. I would
recognize such a man as one who shows
such dedication and interest and - in
equal measure - carries himself well,
cares about his responsibilities in
life, shows commitment, and loves
his fellow man.”
– Bill Buhles, I’64
wbuhles@msn.com
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“… a brother recognized by the dedication he shows
over time to his Sig friendships and to his Alma
Mater. He remembers his time at Sigma Phi as
among the best years of his life and he wants to help
in making that equally formative experiences available to new generations.”
– John Morley, F’80
john.b.morley@gmail.com
“….one who combines longevity with a high quality of life, a quality which includes renewing year by
year the joy once felt in becoming a member of the
Thrice Illustrious as well as an awareness that the
joy continues to increase as we watch younger
actives accept the call to enter a lifelong relationship
with the Sigma Phi.”
– Lew Towler, M’47
lewtowler@live.com

“….someone who lives Friendship, Love and
Truth in his professional and personal adult
life. It is about both striving for personal goals
and serving as leaders by example to others in
the community and throughout the world.”
– Andre Hollis, S’89
adh208@gmail.com
“… a gentleman, grateful for all
the things Sigma Phi has meant
and will yet become.”
– Ted Wynne W’56
tedwynne58@gmail.com

Gregor Nelson, I’76

Deadheads? (Was it our cute girlfriends, I wondered?)
Now, nearly forty years later, I realize there is no
one explanation. Perhaps it isn't until we leave the
Halls, and move out into what passes for the “Real
World,” that we can gain a true perspective of how
rare and precious our time together is. We are aware
that banquets and parties and football games continue
to occur. We see that young men are pledged and
swung and graduate and move on, just as we did.
But under the many pressures imposed by that real
world, Sigma Phi can become a bit abstract - a distant
oasis that perhaps seems more remote than it is. We
might question our memories, asking ourselves if
there’s anything for us to come back to, wondering
whether we still have any relevance to the Sigma Phi
of today.
The answers? Yes, there is. And yes, you do.
Not every Sig is able to be a Board member, or a
financial benefactor, or an expert in architectural
restoration or rewiring ancient electrical systems. But
everyone has something to offer, even as simple as
engaging younger Sigs in lively discussion, sharing a
song or witnessing a ritual. You just have to show up,
like those “old” men did so often in my younger days,
to demonstrate the unbroken chain that is Sigma Phi.
It’s really that basic. Your presence provides a tangible
example to our young brothers of what it means to be
a Sig … over the long haul.
We have such a short time here. How amazing to
be a part of something that has so long and gloriously
preceded us, and that, with our help, will stretch out
into the future, far outlasting these fragile bodies and
finite lifespans.
Σ
Sarpi was so right. Esto Perpetua, indeed. Φ
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“Long Run Sigs,
Examined”
by Myles Kellam, U’94

myles.kellam@gmail.com

feel like a charlatan for trying to author such a
weighty discourse, but when caller ID shows a
Detroit area code, you know you’ve got to answer.
And truth be told, I felt honored beyond words that
Mike Imirie, M’69, should call me. (How in the world
did he get my cell number?) During our discussion
on topics for the article, the Flame’s editor expressed
interest in my exploring some meanings of the phrase
“long run Sig.” It was the first time I had heard the
phrase. At first, I was intrigued. My curiosity was short
lived, however, when it dawned on me that the assignment would find me attempting to define an important
Sig standard … and then having to measure myself
against it.
What does being a long run Sig mean? Maybe it
refers to those of our merry band who have lived long
(enough) in this world to achieve this classification?
Perhaps, I first ruminated, it’s a simple measure of
longevity within the Society. But wouldn’t such
longevity come with a generous degree of Sig perspective? For the life of me, I’m not sure I have such
insights yet. It didn’t take me long to reject my first
attempt at definition. I decided to try another, and it
began with introspection.

I

And maybe … just maybe … in
that pent-up sense of wanting to
do more for the Society overtime
is the beginning of a workable
definition for ‘long run Sig.’
What am I? I’m a Sigma Phi brother. I’m a wandering bird. While I consider myself a keeper of the
flame, in so many ways I have failed to live to that standard. I haven’t kept in touch the way I wish I had. I
haven’t been involved in the ways I’d like. I’m not the
god-father to any fellow Sig’s children. I’ve only been
to a few brothers’ weddings.
In my heart of hearts – that physiological sanctum
sanctorum that beats within – I know that I have more
to do in the context of Sigma Phi. There’s more that I
can do. There’s more that I want to do. It’s in there.
And maybe … just maybe … in that pent-up sense
of wanting to do more for the Society over time is the

“… a gentleman who weaves through the fabric of
his life the virtues of Friendship, Love and Truth.
A mand who extends the hand of friendship to all
with whom he comes in contact, even when it isn’t
convenient or beneficial. He is not afraid to love
and understands fully the benefits, the frustrations
and the commitment which come with truly loving
someone or something with one’s whole heart.”
– Timothy Starr, G’05
timothy.g.starr@gmail.com
“… one who 1) sustains his relationships with the
Brothers of the Sigma Phi and 2) carries
Friendship, Love, and Truth to his community
over the course of his lifetime.”
– Brian Justice, S’86
bjustice@collegiate-va.org

“….a brother who consistently lives by the
precepts of friendship, love and truth in all
aspects of life. Everyday existence gives us
plenty of opportunity to stray from that
foundation, but the long run Sig rarely strays,
and then not for long. While remaining
active in alumni or chapter affairs may
bring greater opportunity for an FLT
recharge, the ongoing association with
fellow brothers that almost all of us
maintain often has the same effect.”
– Dave Dallas, S’79
ddallas@williamsmullen.com
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“… a man who stays in contact with the
constantly-replenishing ranks of active brothers.
That way, he is perpetually invigorated and
involved. I know this is a difficult standard,
but it's the one I will try to hold myself to
in the long run.”
– Fedor Kossakovski, T’13
fedor.koss@gmail.com

“… one who upholds the virtues of The Sigma
Phi throughout his daily life. He lives with
honor, shows kindness to others and welcomes
social and cultural diversity.”
– Aaron Parekh, V’88
aparekh@gantrade.com

“… I don't think I was as involved as I
should have been while an undergraduate.
But I was blessed to remain in Madison
as a young alumnus, and was further blessed
that a large number of my era's alums
attended grad school in Madison. We
remained involved with the house, enfolded
each other's wives into our group as each got
married, and really bonded so much closer
as young alumni. Once your blood runs
azure and argent, it's tough to backtrack.
One’s appearance may change, but the
heart never does.”
– Pat Pollock, F’67
prp@chorus.net

Myles Kellam, U’94
beginning of a workable definition for ‘long run Sig.’
Have you ever heard of a ‘slow match’? According
to ever-reliable Wikipedia, it’s “the slow-burning cord
or twine-fuse used … to ignite matchlock muskets,
cannons and petards.” A slow match represented a
quantum advance in 15th century weapons technology.
It could be roughly handled without going out and it
only presented a small glowing tip instead of a large
flame, minimizing the risk of igniting any nearby
gunpowder.
Ahhhhhh … Might that slow match serve as a
metaphor for the long run Sig? While most readers of
the ‘Flame’ are neither actives nor actively involved
with their chapters every day, the Thrice Illustrious
flame that burns within alumni isn’t extinguished
unless we permit it. As we make life’s journey, we can
be knocked about and scattered far from each other …
but that Sig flame burns still.
What’s a long run Sig? To my still-evolving
thinking, he has much in common with the slowmatch. It is the alumnus carrying a flame that glows,
ready to ignite when given the occasion, no matter how
big or small. Being a long run Sig doesn’t require something ‘Sigly’ of us at all times, nor is it demanding or
frequently needed. It simply requires that we hold
Sigma Phi in our hearts, that we continue to define
ourselves as Sig brothers, and that we take the time to
actively and personally share that love that only we
Φ
Σ
lucky few know for each other.
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Continued from page 2 Imran Bendris,
C’13, reported on the Cornell chapter’s
recent achievement of raising $20,000
for the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia. (See story by Dan
Capetta, C’12, elsewhere in this issue.)
Finally, our Tarheel chapter organized
its well-attended annual philanthropic
event, the Walk-A-Mile, aimed at
raising awareness around issues of
sexual assault.
This stellar sampling of contributions and achievements from Sig

brothers and their chapters highlights
the creative spirit of engaged community members. It underlines the important role played by our Society in the
communities of its respective host
institutions. It was almost as if the
theme of this year’s NIC meeting was
an interfraternal underscore for the
service value which has long been
formally emphasized in this Society’s
charge. But the NIC event reminded
me of the importance of communicating the value that fraternities can
deliver to their communities publicly,

and I do so with the utmost pleasure!
In my view, it’s just as important to
celebrate the contributions and achievements of our members as it is to do the
earnest work of addressing the most
pressing issues of our time.

Flagship Banquet

Chairman’s Message

Western Lion’s Lair

Continued from page 3 a close with
an expansive magic circle and the
singing of ‘Never Forget.’
Snaps to all who journeyed to the
City of Brotherly Love to take part …
and in particular to event host and
Racquet Club member Alvar Soosar,
S’96, who led organizing and hospitality efforts of the most generous kind.
(Long distance footnote: Mitch
Maddox, S’00, earned the fabled-iffictitious ‘flagship banquet distance
award’ by flying to this event from his
Φ
Σ
home in Madrid, Spain!)

Continued from page 5 year – thrives. Yes,
we have the vagaries that challenge us:
the ups and downs of house budgets
and head counts; the problems of discipline and order; the waning and waxing
of alumni involvement. But through it
all, we persevere. Sigma Phi presents
unique gifts to young men searching
for that which they know not, but
know that it is worth the search. And
those singular, Thrice Illustrious gifts
continue to unfold and remain
relevant, generation after generation.
Φ
Σ
Esto Perpetua.

Continued from page 6 noted that the
title of this article, “The Western Lion’s
Lair” is in fact a song from the Signet
sung many a times with cups held high
in the library of the current Chapter
house. Ironically, the author of the
song, William J. Ashley, G’1859,
penned the song when the Delta had
no Chapter house. Just as it was 175
years ago, the Delta today prospers and
the Chapter house stands in recognition
to the commitment, dedication and
love of active and alumni Sigs of the
Φ
Σ
Delta, both young and old.

Prodigal March Fourth

so many with whom I shared a bond
of the kind that makes a normal
business card exchange seem … well …
fatuous.
After all this time without thinking
of Sigma Phi, I learned that my flame
was not merely rekindled. Rather, like
the proverbial lighthouse beacon, it had
been burning steadily all these years.
This prodigal may not have thought
about the Society from day to day, but
that didn’t mean it wasn’t in me, like
a beam in the fog or an undying pulse
on solid ground. Other fraternities
probably establish similar bonds among
their members. But I truly believe we
stand apart in our longevity, our intimate size, and our character. All that
became increasingly clear to me
throughout the weekend. Philadelphia
proved much more than a mere

networking opportunity.
When I was having dinner Friday
night with Bob Downing, L’59, his
wife, Susan, Mike Imirie, M’69, and
Alvar, Bob paid me a compliment I
won’t forget, by telling the table that
he could tell that “this guy has it, the
Sigma Phi spirit.” I was flattered, of
course; Bob is an experienced, world
class Sig. If what he said is true, surely
I inherited that “it” from my father,
Steve Maddox, S’67, and my mother,
Bonnie, who would have made a great
Sig Sister. Now I understand why dad
encouraged me to go to the Fourth of
March. He probably knew what I
would find there. I hope that Bob was
right and that I can carry it with me
and pass it along just as all those I met
and/or reconnected with in Philadelphia
Φ
Σ
did so very well.

From the Secretary

Continued from page 7 “Little Fairy’s”
idea of a practical joke.
But no matter. In fact and instead,
what I encountered were men who
would call me brother and mean it.
That’s not to be taken lightly, no matter how much we throw around that
ubiquitous ‘brother’ term. I found new
friends of all ages who asked incisive,
interested questions that peers don’t
ask unless they have a deep, personal
connection. Some questions were
probing or provocative, and I found
myself in deep thought as I prepared
my answers. I found and remembered
a level of trust and kindness among
strangers that is truly rare. Some
conversations were cordially superficial,
and there were brothers I didn’t
connect with or meet. But there were

(Postscript: In the spirit of this message, please
contact our Web Content Manager Rob Foglia,
L’93, if you believe that someone in the Sigma
Phi Society deserves to be recognized for his community achievement or contribution and would
like the rest of us to know through the Society’s
evolving website, www.sigmaphi.org)
Φ
Σ
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Charlottesville Reunion
by Jake Savage, S’77

jsavage@bbandtcm.com

e had a wonderful get-together on the porch of 163
Rugby Road, on June 6. Thanks to all of you who
participated and traveled from afar and not so afar.
Within an hour while we partied on the porch, the UVA
baseball team won (and is headed to the World Series as of
this writing) and horse racing’s triple crown was crowned …
which last took place when we were undergraduates at
UVA. Three kinds of good news, if you ask me.
The weather that day was beautiful and it certainly
appeared that we all have aged incredibly well. Check out
the comparison composites at right if you do not believe me!
Note on the 35th Reunion picture that Alice, wife of David
Radulski, S’77, is on the left and future Sig Tommy Ready
is being held by his dad, David, S’95.
Many thanks to George Snyder, S’78, and Bill Fallon,
S’77, and others (Victor, Sterling, Nat – sorry if I missed
someone) who opened the house and cleaned it up for the
occasion. The house looked great downstairs so I encourage
any and all to make the trip to Charlottesville to stop by and
see it. The Sigma Phi Place is in the best condition I have
seen in a long time. George also recently had our 1979
composite reconditioned (the top pictue at right). Thanks,
George, for all you have done and continue to do for the
brotherhood.
I encourage all Serp alumni to keep the flame of Sigma
Phi going by contributing to the capital campaign and or
house operating budget. Visit: http://sigmaphiuva.org/campaign/. At the same time, I remind Sig alumni from other
chapters how important your continuing participation is.
Thanks for making the Charlottesville weekend a
wonderful time, brothers. A time to renew old friendships.

W

From an old composite above, and many handsomer selves below, later.

A time to tell stories. A time to live new stories. A time to
toast Monkey and others who are no longer with us, like
Caldwell. In what we do and in how we feel, gentlemen,
Φ
Σ
the Brotherhood of Sigma Phi lives on. Esto perpetua.

In Other News …
Michigan’s outgoing Head of
House, Jacob Brooks, M’12, has a
way with words. The talented junior
earned the University’s most celebrated literary honor – a Hopwood
Award – in the category of Undergraduate Poetry. He’s in good company. Other U-M Hopwood winners over
the years include Arthur Miller, Steve
Hamilton and Lawrence Kasdan.
brojacob@umich.edu
Matt Lechner, H’81, reports
having acquired rights associated with
the old Continental Illinois bank,
and is in the process of rebuilding
Continental Illinois® into a diversified
corporation. Matt advises The Flame

that Continental Illinois® is offering
Regional Rep and Associate Regional
Rep opportunities (see Continental
Illinois® website www.ContinentalIllinois.com). His first job following
graduating Hamilton was working in
commercial real estate for the father
of fellow Hamilton Sig Bill Judson,
H’82. Matt later worked for A.G.
Edwards & Sons and taught graduate
and undergraduate finance at NYU.
Matt also chairs the Wall Street
Special Interest Group, a small
forum which sponsors events and
issues statements on matters
regarding securities and American
finance. Contact Matt at:
mattlechner@optonline.net

In February, after a comprehensive worldwide search and many
candidate interviews, the Cornell
Board of Trustees approved hiring
Glen Mueller, C’69, to be University
Auditor. Most recently, Glen has
served as the Chief Audit Executive
and Chief Information Officer at
Stanford University. He holds Bachelor
of Science and Masters of Business
Administration degrees from Cornell
University. After relocating to Ithaca
from California, Glen and his wife
are looking forward to spending
time with their daughter, extended
families, and lifelong friends more
frequently than was possible from
the West Coast.
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Brothers Band Together
by Dan Capetta, C’12

dpc66@cornell.edu

his past November, Jordan
Lerner, C’14, an undergraduate
student and varsity golfer at
Cornell University, was diagnosed with
Hodgkin's Lymphoma.
The brothers of Sigma Phi wanted
to support Jordan in any way that we
could. While he was grateful for our
support, Jordan is a humble guy and
really wanted to shift the focus away
from his own situation. He suggested
that we find a way to improve situations of other kids who would unfortunately have to go through challenging
treatments like his. More specifically,
Jordan recommended improving the
waiting room of the Oncology Department at the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia where he was treated. In
the many hours that he spent there,
Jordan found it pretty bleak. His personal experience made him aware that
this was somewhere that we could make
a difference.
Rather than donating our funds
into the vast and generic “cancer
research” pool, we hoped to make a
concrete change that would become a
physical manifestation of our support.
To help support this goal, we started a

T

This circa-1920
postcard shows the
jewel of the Union
College campus:
The Nott
Memorial

fundraiser using the online GoFundMe
medium. It worked! We reached our
fundraising target of $10,000 in three
days. We raised the bar to $20,000,
and – as of this writing – we have raised
$23,300 from about 200 donors.
The fundraiser has been incredibly
fulfilling for all involved. Jordan's
strength in beating cancer (his posttreatment scans recently came back
negative) was incredibly inspiring to all
of us. As a Sig brotherhood, it was
quite heartwarming to experience the
outpouring of support that we’ve
received in this endeavor. The
Oncology Department is moving into a
new location in the fall of 2015, and
the brotherhood plans on making a trip
down to Philadelphia for a weekend,
where we'll help implement some of the
improvements we’re funding.
Many have asked us why the campaign has been so successful. We think
the answer to that is that we're working
towards a specific, tangible change. We
naturally understand that it’s necessary
to fundraise for cancer research as a
whole, but we also understand that
such a goal is often viewed as generic
and abstract. When people can envision

where their donation is going, on the
other hand, it elicits some emotion. At
some point, they'll be able to see the
results of their generosity, and that's
really appealing for many.
In addition, cancer is something
that has affected almost everyone in
some way or another, so people feel
close to this cause. And finally, people
were willing to give in order to support
a man of Jordan’s character. Here’s this
guy that's going through a pretty tough
time in his life, and his priority is to
get out there and help others. That's
pretty inspiring.
The brothers of Epsilon Chapter
want to thank everyone for their support and contributions. Feel free to
check out our GoFundMe page at
http://www.gofundme.com/jvxnrw.
Our efforts have also been covered by
the Cornell Daily Sun: http://cornellsun.com/blog/2015/03/13/sigma-phifraternity-raises-over-20k-for-hospital/.
Esto …
Φ
Σ
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SPEF Welcomes a Sigma Phi Welcoming Package
by Dave Pauls, M’65, President, Sigma Phi Educational Foundation

o those following the news, it’s
no surprise that college campus
environments have changed
dramatically in the past thirty years.
While not completely new, the scourges
of excessive alcohol, illegal substances,
hazing, date rape, racism, and sexism at
fraternities are increasingly reported in
the media. And unlike past incidents,
these serious transgressions are no
longer being reported under the rubric
of “campus hi-jinx.” Instead, they are
properly called out as crimes.
Recognizing that only a proactive
strategy can assure that Sigma Phi
leads through a well executed prevention plan, the Sigma Phi Society's
Renaissance Program, funded by SPEF,
recently developed and deployed a pilot
New Member Welcome Package at the
Alpha of Vermont. This package is
designed to be sent to both the new
member and his parents, providing a
wide-ranging but readable introduction
to Sigma Phi. It’s an excellent document for our Burlington chapter, but even better and more strategic - it’s

T

davendavid@sbcglobal.net

readily customizable to each chapter's
unique situation.
Overall, the package emphasizes the
Society is a values-driven organization
encouraging the optimal development
of our members as productive, happy
citizens. A brief summary of the
Society’s long history is presented along
with our organizational and governance
structure. Key points about the financial responsibilities of members are
explained. Existing Society programs
promoting academic excellence and
scholarship opportunities are described.
In short, this volume serves as a proper
introduction to Sigma Phi membership,
benefits and expectations.
The concept of the new welcome
package is to quickly enlist parents in
support of their son's development
within the positive influence of Sigma
Phi. If we help parents better understand the values Sigma Phi promotes,
those parents may help us motivate
their sons’ expression of those values.
In addition, the package helps assure
vital information is effectively

communicated to new members covering points the undergraduate chapter
may not have emphasized in pre-initiation education. It is important to note
that the Epsilon of New York chapter at
Cornell has been diligently involving
parents in their son's Sigma Phi
experience for decades, starting with
a welcome letter. Sig alumni report
they have received similar welcome
packages from sororities their daughters
have joined.
The Foundation’s plan is for each
chapter to prepare a customized packet,
based on the template used at Vermont.
Once each local document is prepared,
it will be mailed out to the new chapter
member and his parents by the national
Sigma Phi office shortly after the son's
initiation.
Right now only the Vermont package is available. Active chapters can
work with their alumni corporations to
customize their welcome package by
contacting Scott McCrae, V'82, at
smccrae@together.net or calling him
Φ
Σ
at 802-658-1951.

These deaths have been reported since publication of the December 2014 Sigma Phi Flame
Arthur A. Appert III, L'72 . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 April 2003
Reginald M. Norris, G'56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 April 2011
Alfred Foster Brady Jr., C'38 . . . . . . . 23 September 2004
Richard B. Perry, W'54 . . . . . . . . . . . 23 September 2013
David L. Davis, H'50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 May 2009
Albert D. Phillips III, I'56 . . . . . . . . 27 November 2014
DeWitt Davis IV, W'54 . . . . . . . . . . 24 September 2013
Arthur K. Salomon, S’54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 May 2015
Peter Falcone, U'55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
George V. W. Pope Jr., H'39 . . . . . . . . . . 30 April 2014
Richard W. Hastings, W'48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 May 2005
Gustav F. Watters Jr., H'53 . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 May 2014
Horace Hubbs Jr., G'37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 June 2010
Stephen J. Welsh, C'48 . . . . . . . . . . .17 December 2012
Charles Townsend Wilson III, L'42 . . . . 1 January 2015
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Convention 2015: Leo Calls!
he Society’s 2015 Convention will migrate to upstate New York’s
Mohawk Valley: the home of the Beta of New York. To be held
over the weekend of October 9-11, Sigma Phi’s 174th General
Convention will take place at Hamilton College in Clinton, the spot
where Sigma Phi became the very first migratory Greek organization.
We don’t yet have complete weekend pricing or details worked out.
We do, however, have sixty rooms booked for Friday and Saturday night
at the venerable Hotel Utica. That historic circa-1912 accommodation –
recognized by the National Trust’s for Historic Preservation - will also be at the venue for Saturday’s banquet. Attendees are
able to call the Hotel Utica even now (877-906-1913) to make reservations.
We hope to have cocktails at the former Sig house on Friday night and perhaps dinner there, too – if not there, then at
a location elsewhere on the campus. The Hicks Oratorical Contest is slated for the Chapel on Friday night. The business
meeting will be held on Saturday morning at Hotel Utica. Banquet at the hotel on Saturday night. Coffee, Danish and
good-byes at the hotel on Sunday morning.
Other details about cost and about specific convention events will soon be available. Should you wish to learn more
in the interim, please contact planner and Society Chairman Brendan McCurdy, H’80, via e-mail: ofelixculpa@aol.com
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2015 Dues Notice

In our 186th year, some facets of our Sigma Phi Society remain constant.
Brotherhood. Sharing. Expanded horizons. A profound and thankful awareness
for the remarkable fraternal vision given birth by Brothers Bowie, Bowie, Cromwell
and Witherspoon 186 years ago. And the ongoing need for…your personal support.
Your dues each year enable the Society’s publishing, training, and expansion efforts.
Without active support from Sig alumni, there’s no progress in those ‘lifeblood’ areas,
just as there would have been no Sigma Phi at all, had the Brothers Bowie, Witherspoon
and Cromwell not put a brave fraternal stake in the ground in Schenectady in 1827.
If you haven’t yet responded to the dues letter sent earlier by
Society Chairman Brendan McCurdy, H’80, please invest a moment now.
Mail your dues check (suggested – $50 before 2010; $30 for those
initiated after), payable to Sigma Phi Society, to Sigma Phi,
P. O. Box 4633, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515-4633.
Esto!

